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at 1 3 and 4 6, passing through the centres 2 5; it being squared across at k m, the upper end, and e p, the lower end of said mould, then the lines k m, 4 6? 1 3, and e p are the given joints. To obtain the necessary overwood for each given joint, let fall the perpendiculars^ q, 3 10, and 6 12; also erect the perpendiculars 1 11 and 4 13, to the base T h; then each respective distance (parallel to the base) as r e, 3 w, w 11, 6y, and #13, will be the required overwood for each respective joint. The joint k m, at the upper end of the mould, there being no overwood, for the reason that the joint is perpendicular to the base or floor line, ji; then take the distance ij\-the floor line, and r g, the base of the pitch-board, including the overwood, T e, and apply said distances from the semi-circular part of the given plan, a e and b d, fig. 1, Plate 6, to 8 10 and k 1, which is the required portion of straight rail attached to each end of the semi-circular part.
TJie manner of obtaining the line of overwood upon the convex falling mould, fig. 3, from
the concave, fig. 2,
Take the distances upon the base, g v and g x, fig. 2, and apply them upon the concave stretch-out line from g to v and g to x, fig. 1, Plate 6; then draw the lines e v *and e x, and at the intersection of e v and e x, to the concave side, a b, draw the radius lines from the centre, o, through said point of intersection of the concave to the convex side of the given plan, and through said points of intersection to the convex side, c d; draw the lines fx and /#, then obtain the required overwood for each respective joint from the concave falling mould, fig. 2, as from 2 to the line 3 10, from 2 to 1 11, from 5 to 6 12, from 5 to 4 13, and apply it upon each side of the radius lines drawn from the centre o, fig. 15 as 7 10, 1 3, and 78, 43; then take the distance i x and i z from the convex stretch-out and apply them upon the base from i to x and i z, fig. 3, Plate 7; then from the base at x and % erect perpendiculars through to the upper edge of said mould to b and a; then let fall the perpendicular r s, then take the distance upon the base of the convex mould from t to i, i to/, and k to Z, will be equal .to the convex edge of the given

